Unless stated otherwise, inputs target.fa and query.fa consists of two standard FASTA files, each containing one header line followed by an RNA sequence.
concatenated_query_ampersand_target.fa | RNAcofold > output.txt
Input file required a single FASTA file with a single sequence consisting of the two input sequences concatenated and separated by an ampersand symbol.
IntaRNA
IntaRNA [10] can be seen as a direct improvement over RNAup, reducing the runtime complexity with various optimizations, and introducing the concept of a seed region. Seed regions require interactions to contain a strongly complementary region, with user defined lengths and mismatch allowance. Designed specifically for predicting interactions between short sRNA query and longer mRNAs in bacterial systems, accessibility is computed over the entire query sequence using RNAup and in a sliding window with RNAplfold [11] over the target sequence. Version 1.2.5 obtained from http://www.bioinf.uni-freiburg.de/Software/#IntaRNA-download
IntaRNA -w 140 -L 70 -l 60 -m query.fa -t target.fa -o > output.txt -w Average the pair probabilities over windows of given size.
-L Set the maximum allowed separation of a base pair to span.
-l Max length of hybridized region, mainly for efficient computation
-o Enables detailed output
Window and length values set to be identical to RNAplfold and RNAplex values seen above.
RNAplex-a
The updated version of RNAplex-c [12] , which we term RNAplex-a can optionally take in an externally computed accessibility file output by RNAplfold [5] . Accessibility profiles are computed for sliding windows by giving RNAplfold FASTA files for both target and query sequences and converted to position and length-specific opening energies. Predicted interactions have a stability value formed by the summation of the hybridization energy, the opening cost on the query sequence, and opening cost on the target sequence. RNAplex is part of the Version 2.0.7, while RNAplfold is from ViennaRNA package obtained from http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/index.html#download. Version 2.1.9 of RNAplex appears to have a bug that causes a lot of errors in the output file when accessibility is used, but is otherwise fine.
cat query.fa target.fa | RNAplfold -b -O -u 60 -W 140 -L 70 mkdir accessibility_dir; mv -f *_dp.ps *_openen* accessibility_dir; RNAplex -q query.fa -t target.fa -a accessibility_dir -b -l 60 -e 0 > output.txt -b Output/input accessibility profiles in binary format -O Switch output from probabilities to their logarithms (approximate mean opening energy) -u Compute the mean probability that regions of length 1 to a given length are unpaired. 60 is minimum rounded known interaction length.
-W Average the pair probabilities over windows of given size.
-l Maximal length of interaction. 60 is minimum rounded known interaction length.
-e (Suboptimal toggle) Enables suboptimal mode, returning all results ∆G ≤ 0
Values for -W and -L were set relative to -u using ratios that were obtained from the published recommended settings. In practice, FASTA sequence names had to be renamed from species names which were identical in the query and target file to two unique names so that would not clash in the FASTA-headerderived output filenames generated by RNAplfold.
RNAup
RNAup [13] is one of the first accessibility-based methods, which treat RNA-RNA interaction formation as a two step process. The first is computing the probability that a region on the target sequence is unpaired (i.e. accessibility-profile), from which the energy required to open the site can be derived. This is followed by the hybridization step with the unpaired target site, potentially taking a penalty to stability if an inaccessible region needs to be opened.
Part of the Version 2.1.9 ViennaRNA package obtained from http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/ index.html#download cat query.fa target.fa | RNAup -b --interaction_pairwise > output.txt -b Include the probability of unpaired regions in both RNAs
• --interaction pairwise Activate pairwise interaction mode A maximal interaction length settings -w was available, but enabling it to the expected number (maximal known interaction length) actually decreased performance and thus was not used.
RactIP
RactIP [14] has been shown to be the fastest method for simultaneously predicting the entire joint structure. A model of interactions and constraints are defined for general RNA-RNA interactions, and an optimal solution is solved for using integer programming. Like PETcofold, internal models allow it to predict complex structures such as kissing hairpins, not possible with concatenation-based methods.
Version 0.0.2 obtained from http://www.ncrna.org/software/ractip/ ractip query.fa target.fa > output.txt
No recommended settings were found, no alternative settings were attempted. Three probability settings and one accessibility model toggle were available.
Conservation-based RNA-RNA interaction prediction tools
Input files query_alignment.fa and target_alignment.fa are paired FASTA files, each containing the same number of FASTA sequences, with matching ordering of species.
RNAplex-cA
An updated version of RNAplex-c [12] can additionally take alignments as input, and like RNAaliduplex, also incorporates a covariation score into the stability of the predicted duplex in the style of RNAalifold. We shall refer to this as RNAplex-cA.
Part of the Version 2.1.9 ViennaRNA package obtained from http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/ index.html#download RNAplex -q query_alignment.fa -t target_alignment.fa -c 30 -l 60 -e 0 -A > output.txt -c Per nucleotide extension cost, recommended settings from publication 4 -l Maximal length of interaction. 60 is minimum rounded known interaction length.
-e (Suboptimal toggle) Enables suboptimal mode, returning all results ∆G ≤ 0 -A Tells tool to compute interactions based on alignments
RNAaliduplex
RNAaliduplex is an alignment-based version of RNAduplex, also part of the same ViennaRNA Package 2.0. Using a similar technique as seen in RNAalifold [15] , RNAaliduplex factors in basepair conservation information into energy-based predictions. For each basepair, in addition to the stability derived from the stacking energies, an additional basepair covariation score computed from the conservation of the basepair is added to the energy stability. Note that input files had to be converted to CLUSTAL format. Part of the Version 2.1.9 ViennaRNA package obtained from http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/ index.html#download RNAaliduplex query_alignment.aln target_alignment.aln -e 50 > output.txt -e (Suboptimal toggle) Enables suboptimal mode, returning all results within 50 kcal/mol to the minimum-free-energy solution
Instead of FASTA files, CLUSTALW files were required as input.
RNAplex-aA
RNAplex-a can additionally take input alignments, resulting in RNAplex-aA, using energy, accessibility, and conservation information in the style of RNAalifold to make predictions. RNAplex is part of the Version 2.0.7, while RNAplfold is from ViennaRNA package obtained from http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/index.html#download. Version 2.1.9 of RNAplex appears to have a bug that causes a lot of errors in the output file when accessibility is used, but is otherwise fine.
cat query_alignment.fa target_alignment.fa | RNAplfold -b -O -u 60 -W 140 -L 70 mkdir accessibility_dir; mv -f *_dp.ps *_openen* accessibility_dir; RNAplex -q query.fa -t target.fa -a accessibility_dir -b -l 60 -e 0 -A > output.txt -b Output/input accessibility profiles in binary format -O Switch output from probabilities to their logarithms (approximate mean opening energy) -u Compute the mean probability that regions of length 1 to a given length are unpaired. 60 is minimum rounded known interaction length.
PETcofold
PETcofold [16] is a hierarchical joint structure prediction tool that takes two FASTA alignments as input. In a two step pipeline, the program first predicts structures individually for each of the two input alignments, thereby determining highly stable, conserved, and thus likely functional, intramolecular basepairs using the PETfold [17] algorithm. This underlying PETfold algorithm has been described to be the classical Pfold [18] RNA secondary structure algorithm with a full evolutionary model [19] but adds a weighted thermodynamic component generated via the McCaskill algorithm using RNAfold with option -p, not unlike the "accessibility" score. These two alignments are then concatenated and likely intermolecular basepairs are then determined, with the likely basepairs from step one being prevented from binding in step two. This process allows for intermolecular basepairs in loops (i.e. kissing hairpins), a structure that would involve pseudoknotted basepairs that concatenation-based algorithms cannot handle. Version 3.2 obtained from http://rth.dk/resources/petcofold/download.php
PETcofold -f query_alignment.fa -f target_alignment.fa --intermol --war --extstem > output.txt
• --intermol Structure output of intermolecular base pairs
• --war FASTA format output
• --extstem Constrained stems get extended by inner and outer base pairs
Multiple sequence alignment generation programs
To construct multiple sequence alignments for input, we obtain completed genomes related to the reference sequences, then proceeded to find homologs via GotohScan. Various aligners were tested, but homologous hits were ultimately aligned with MAFFT for the analysis conducted in our work. For the bacterial dataset, the FASTA file containing 244 genomes is 1.1GB, making the search sufficiently swift if parallelized. For the fungal dataset, the 68 genomes are 4.2GB, which causes a significant slow down during searching. In practice, we split the genome file into 500 separate files of roughly equal size (taking care not to truncate any FASTA entries), then query each reference sequence against each one and find the union of the results.
BLAST was used in early trials, which was superior in terms of speed, but the inferior alignment quality made a non-negligible negative impact on tool performance and was thus abandoned. Three modes were run during the testing phase of the aligner selection, and ultimately Q-INS-i was chosen as the only structure-aware mode that could successful align the largest sequences used in the study. Note that the ProbConsRNA was used instead of the protein-sequence aligner ProbCons.Table 9 : Predictive performance of RNAduplex, RNAplex-c and RNAplex-a paired with comparative counterparts RNAaliduplex, RNAplex-cA and RNAplex-aA. For each pair of tools, we show the performance of the MFE algorithm, the MSA algorithm (MFE + alignment input), the union of results, and the intersection of results. TP, FN, FP, TPR, PPV and MCC defined in main paper, where MCC here is estimated by the geometric mean of the TPR and PPV.
